With the ultra-portable Cyflais3 whispering
system, delegates will no longer require
microphones and the translator needs neither
earphones nor a soundproof booth.

ID-742 Cyflais3
Simultaneous Translation System
This system is intended for smaller meeting and class rooms where
ease of setting-up is and confidentiality crucial. It offers the ultimate
in portability and low cost while maintaining reliability and high
audio quality.
The Cyflais3 is a discrete hardware system through which a
translator communicates in real time to the meeting attendants via
small infra-red receiver units built into light weight headsets. The
equipment is ideally suited for applications in courts and public
meeting facilities such as public meeting committee and board
rooms.
Based on the popular Sennheiser SI-30 wide band modulator with
integral radiator, the Cyflais3 was developed specifically to support
bilingual meetings in small to medium sized rooms and through
careful alignment of the radiators throughout the stack, coverage
around 180 can be achieved.
With
its
standard
microphone
configuration, you can be sure of
complete confidentiality with no “radio”
emissions leaving the meeting room. An
option for a radio microphone is
available offering the translator
maximum flexibility.
The Cyflais3 offers supports 2 channel
operation, which means that with two
systems it is possible to provide
translation
into
two
languages
simultaneously.
The equipment comes complete with a
“camera style” carry case as standard,
and there are also options for more
durable flight cases.
Our engineering consultants would be pleased to discuss your
requirements with you, and we invite you to contact our team at
info@idbsystems.co.uk, alternatively you can call us on +44 (0)
1492 864 126.

Power Supply:

Desktop mounting, external 24V,
fixed output type.

Input Voltage:

90V AC to 240V AC

Translator’s Headset:

SURE WH20. A mute cable and radio
microphone options are also
available.

Headsets:

Single Channel – RI-150 Dual
Channel – HDI-830 Support is also
available for the hard of hearing.

Modulator:

SENNHEISER SI 30 capable of
transmitting on two channels which
provides for two languages in any
single event. The system also
includes 3 further Infra-red
transmitters which can provide
coverage over 180° to a distance of
18 meters at 40dB of signal
amplitude.

Case Styles:

Standard - Soft carry case.
Optional – Flight case

Self-Test & Maintenance:

IDB Systems offer a full
maintenance service for both
headsets and transmitting stack.

Please email support@idbsystems.co.uk for further details.
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